Objective-This study aimed to examine the relationship between internalization of weight bias, which has been linked to specific negative mental health outcomes, and overall mental and physical health among overweight patients with binge eating disorder (BED). The role of depressive symptoms as a potential mediator in this relationship was also tested.
In addition to specific health problems, there is evidence that internalized weight bias may exhibit a more global effect on health, as one study found that weight self-stigma mediated the relationship between body mass index (BMI) and overall health-related quality of life [7] . However, research on the relationship between weight self-stigma and health is minimal, and evidence of how weight bias internalization impacts physical health is scarce. Latner and colleagues [8] recently reported a significant negative relationship between weight bias internalization and health in a sample of weight-loss seeking adults. The authors, however, emphasized the need for further research using more comprehensive measures of health and studying more diverse samples, and especially including additional relevant variables associated with both weight bias internalization and health [8] .
One such associated variable is eating pathology, and specifically binge eating. Binge eating disorder (BED) is a prevalent problem that is strongly associated with obesity and with heightened medical and psychiatric comorbidities [9, 10] . BED, a formal diagnosis in the DSM-5, is characterized by recurrent binge eating, marked distress, and the absence of weight compensatory behaviors (e.g., self-induced vomited) that characterize bulimia nervosa. The subgroup of individuals with obesity who have BED have heightened distress and body image disturbances relative to individuals with obesity without BED [11] , and this may make them especially sensitive or vulnerable to acquiring or internalizing negative weight-biased attitudes. Indeed, emerging research has suggested that weight bias internalization may be associated with increased binge eating behavior [4, 6] and with the diagnosis of BED [4, [12] [13] [14] . Research has indicated that treatment-seeking individuals with obesity with BED report higher rates of weight bias internalization than community samples [15] , and weight bias internalization has been shown to mediate the relationship between experiences with weight discrimination and increased binge eating [16] . Despite these independent associations between binge eating and both weight bias internalization and health, no study has yet investigated the relationship between internalization and health among individuals with BED. Understanding this relationship could hold implications for informing and enhancing current treatment of BED.
In addition to the need for research examining the associations between weight bias internalization, health, and BED, there has also been a lack of investigation into the process by which internalized weight bias impacts health. Depressive symptoms may serve as one potential mediator in this relationship between weight bias internalization and negative health outcomes. Several studies have found correlations between weight bias internalization and depression [2] [3] [4] 15] , although others have failed to find such a relationship [5, 6] , highlighting the need for more research to understand how weight bias internalization and depression may relate. To our knowledge, no longitudinal study has investigated this relationship, but prospective research has found that adolescent girls who internalize "thin ideal" body standards and experience body dissatisfaction exhibit increased depressive symptoms over time [17] . Numerous studies have also documented causal pathways between depression and poor physical health [18] . Taken together, such findings suggest that internalization of weight bias may contribute to increased depressive symptoms, which in turn increase risk for poorer health outcomes. Evidence also suggests that among individuals with obesity, those with BED are at higher risk for depression than those without BED [9, 19] . Thus, investigating the role of depressive symptoms in the relationship between weight bias internalization and global health outcomes in these individuals is particularly relevant and may also inform treatment.
Due to the overall lack of longitudinal research on this topic, the directionality of the relationship between depression and weight bias internalization is currently unclear. A plausible alternative hypothesis is that depressed individuals may be more prone to internalize weight bias, which may account for the observed negative health outcomes for those with depressive symptoms. Thus, it seems important for research to test for alternative directional pathways in the associations between weight bias internalization and depressive symptoms.
The present study aimed to examine associations between weight bias internalization and self-reported health, as well as to test depressive symptoms as a potential mediator in this relationship. Given the association between weight bias internalization and binge eating [1, 2, 6] , we investigated this relationship in a sample of individuals who were overweight and seeking treatment for BED. Based on the breadth of evidence tying weight bias internalization to specific negative health outcomes, we hypothesized that internalization of weight bias among these individuals would show similar associations with self-reported global health. Furthermore, due to the established relationship between weight bias internalization and depression, we predicted that depressive symptoms would mediate the relationship between weight bias internalization and self-reported health. Given the crosssectional nature of this study and the lack of previous longitudinal evidence needed to establish the directionality of this relationship, we also tested an alternative hypothesis that weight bias internalization mediates the relationship between depression and health.
Methods

Participants
Participants were 255 (73 men, 182 women; 80.8% White; age range 18-65, M=47.94, SD=9.94) treatment-seeking overweight adults who exceeded DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for BED. Participants were recruited via newspaper advertisements to participate in a treatment research study for binge eating and weight loss at a medical school-based specialty clinic, and only data for participants who qualified for the study were included in the current research.
Procedures and Measures
Doctoral-level clinicians conducted diagnostic interviews [20] to establish the BED diagnosis and determine symptom severity, as well as measured the height and weight of all participants using a high capacity digital scale, which was used to compute BMI.
Participants completed questionnaires containing the Weight Bias Internalization Scale (WBIS), the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI), and the Short Form 36 Health Survey (SF-36). The WBIS contains 11 items rated on a seven-point scale, has demonstrated strong construct validity and internal consistency [2] , and had high internal consistency in the current sample (Cronbach's α=.85). The BDI is a widely used self-report measure of depressive symptoms consisting of 21 items rated on a four-point scale, with higher scores indicating more severe depressive symptoms [21] ; α=.88. The SF-36 is a reliable self-report measure of overall mental and physical health consisting of eight scales rated on a 5-pont scale. These scales can be examined individually, or combined into two summary components: Physical Functioning, Role-Physical (limitations in physical role functioning), Bodily Pain, and General Health can be combined to compute the Physical Component Summary measure (PCS); Vitality, Social Functioning, Role-Emotional, and Mental Health can be used to compute the Mental Component Summary measure (MCS; [22] . PCS and MCS scores in this study were computed using a t-score algorithm [22] . For all scales, higher scores indicate better health.
Analytic Plan
We first tested for correlations between BMI and all outcome measures, as well as conducted multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to test for gender differences. We also evaluated correlations between all outcome measures.
To test the hypothesis that higher WBIS scores were associated with poorer self-reported health, we constructed separate multivariate regression models for the PCS and MCS measures and the eight individual scales. We also conducted multivariate regression analyses including BED symptoms severity and an interaction term between this and WBIS scores to assess whether symptom severity impacted the relationship between weight bias internalization and self-reported health.
We then conducted bootstrapping mediation analyses recommended by Preacher and Hayes (2008) to test our hypothesis that BDI scores mediate the relationship between WBIS scores and mental and physical health. Direct and indirect effects were calculated with the SPSS macro provided by Preacher and Hayes (2008) , based on 5,000 bootstrap samples and a 95% confidence interval. We conducted all analyses with and without BMI included as a covariate; due to lack of significant differences in the findings, we only present the results that include BMI in the models. For all mediation models, the SF-36 subscales served as the dependent variables and BMI was controlled for as a covariate. For the initial mediation analyses, WBIS served as the independent variable and the BDI was included as the mediator variable; to test the alternative hypothesis, we conducted mediation analyses with BDI scores as the independent variable, WBIS scores as the mediator, and the eight SF-36 subscales as the dependent variables.
Results
Participant Characteristics and WBIS
Mean BMI was 39.29 (SD=6.03), and based on the World Health Organization's BMI cutoff values, 98.4% of the sample was categorized as obese (BMI > 30) and 1.6% overweight (25 < BMI < 30). The mean number of days that participants reported experiencing an objective binge episode in the past month was 19.73 (SD=15.01). Mean WBIS score was 4.62 (SD=1.22), and mean BDI score was 15.08 (SD=8.71). Based on established cutoffs [21] , 25.9% of the sample was mildly depressed (14 ≤ BDI < 20), 18% was moderately depressed (20 ≤ BDI < 28), and 8.2% of the sample was severely depressed (BDI ≥ 29). These rates are higher than those reported in the general United States population, which is estimated to have a 6.7% 12-month prevalence rate of depression [23] .
Neither BMI nor BED symptom severity (indicated by the number of days with objective binge eating episodes in the past month) significantly correlated with WBIS scores. Analysis of variance revealed a significant difference in WBIS scores depending on participant gender, F (1, 253 Table 1 displays the correlation between scores on the BDI and SF-36 scales. BDI scores were significantly correlated with PCS, MCS, and all eight individual physical and mental health scales, with higher ratings of depressive symptoms correlating with lower ratings of health. With the exception of the PCS and MCS measures, and the PCS and Mental Health scale, all health outcome measures were significantly correlated. Table 2 summarizes the regression results. WBIS scores were significantly associated with all of the physical health scales but not with the PCS scores. Regression results for MCS scores and all four mental health scales were significant. For all results that were significant, WBIS scores negatively predicted ratings of physical and mental health, indicating that more weight bias internalization was associated with poorer self-reported health.
Correlations Between Outcome Measures
Regression Analyses
Regression analyses with the inclusion of BED symptom severity revealed no significant interaction between BED symptom severity and WBIS scores for PCS, MCS, and seven of the eight subscale scores, indicating that symptom severity did not significantly impact the relationship between weight bias internalization and health. The only exception was a significant interaction for the General Health subscale (p=.05), with higher BED symptoms severity and higher WBIS scores predicting worse self-reported health.
Mediation Analyses
Due to the non-significant relationship between WBIS scores and the PCS measure, we only included the four physical health scales as dependent variables (and not the PCS measure) in the mediation analyses. The WBIS did significantly correlate with the MCS measure, but since this score is a summary of the four mental health scores, only the four scales were included as dependent variables to maintain consistency and provide more detailed information about each measure of mental health.
Results from bootstrap analyses supported the hypothesis that depressive symptoms mediate the relationship between WBIS and self-reported health. Figure 1 displays the mediation models controlling for BMI as a covariate, and of all of the scales excluded zero, indicating mediation [24] . For ratings of physical health, the direct effects were insignificant for all scales except Bodily Pain, which showed a positive and significant effect. For measures of mental health, direct effects for vitality and role-emotion were not significant, while direct effects for social functioning and mental health remained significant in the negative direction. Overall, the mediation models accounted for higher percentages of variance for the mental health scales than for the physical health scales.
Alternative Mediation Model-Unlike the initial mediation model, the alternative model yielded insignificant results for the majority of the subscales, with the indirect effects confidence intervals including zero. The confidence interval did not include zero for one scale assessing physical health (Bodily Pain) and two measuring mental health (Social Functioning and Mental Health). A summary of the bootstrap analyses for the alternative hypothesis is presented in Table 3b .
Discussion
Our findings suggest that weight bias internalization is associated with poorer self-reported mental and physical health. Regression analyses revealed significant negative relationships between weight bias internalization and all scales measuring physical and mental health, in addition to the MCS scores (though not PCS scores). Given that WBIS scores only explained a small proportion of the variance for the Bodily Pain scale, it is possible that when this effect was averaged together with the other physical health subscales, the overall amount of variance of PCS scores explained by WBIS scores was statistically diluted. Furthermore, bootstrap analyses revealed that depressive symptoms mediated the relationship between weight bias internalization and all scales measuring mental and physical health. Only one scale (Bodily Pain) showed a different pattern of results. Although the data most strongly supported our initial mediation hypothesis, results from additional analyses also suggested that WBIS scores mediated the relationship between depressive symptoms and worse bodily pain, social functioning, and mental health, providing some support for the alternative hypothesis. Prospective and experimental studies are needed to determine more precisely the nature of these relationships.
Our findings pertain to treatment-seeking overweight individuals with BED and may not generalize to overweight persons who do not binge eat, to non-treatment seekers, or to community samples. Study limitations include the use of self-report measures to assess weight-related bias and functioning, and the cross-sectional design, which precludes any statement regarding causality. Our findings pertain to "statistical mediation," which have heuristic and hypothesis-generating value, but do not imply temporal causality, which would require longitudinal and experimental methods. The findings are consistent with longitudinal research that has established a causal path between thin-ideal internalization and worsening depressive symptoms [17] ; however, a test of an alternative mediation model in this study provided some evidence for the role of weight bias internalization as a mediator between depression and health, and other directionalities (such as poor health mediating the relationship between weight bias internalization and depression) are feasible as well. Future research should focus on the developmental course of physical and mental health problems associated with weight bias internalization over time in varied and diverse study groups of persons with excess weight and eating concerns. Finally, our results revealed gender differences in internalization of weight bias and depressive symptoms, but the number of men in the sample was too small to conduct mediation analyses for men and women separately. Subsequent studies should aim to include more male participants in order to determine whether weight bias internalization has a different relationship to health outcomes for men and women.
These findings have implications for advancing the understanding of the consequences of weight stigma. This study expands upon previous work describing specific health consequences of weight self-stigma by illustrating its negative relationship with overall health and functioning in a number of different domains above and beyond the effect of BMI. Given the prominent belief that weight stigma is an effective motivator for improving public health [1] , this research provides an important contribution to the body of evidence suggesting that holding self-stigmatizing attitudes about being overweight may have a harmful effect on health.
Previous research has established that individuals who are overweight and internalize weight bias are more prone to experience depressive symptoms [2] , but this study is the first to propose and demonstrate that these symptoms may account for, in part, the negative relationship with health outcomes. Depression has been consistently linked to poorer health outcomes, and while this relationship has been found to be bidirectional [18] , more recent research has demonstrated the that depression precedes specific health problems [25] and longitudinally predicts poorer health-related quality of life over and above physical illness [26, 27] . Some research has demonstrated a temporal relationship between depressive symptoms and poorer weight-loss and BED treatment outcomes [28, 29] , which is consistent with the direction of the model tested in this study indicating that depression precedes negative health outcomes. Given evidence from prior research and the current study suggesting that self-directed weight stigma contributes to depressive symptoms, it may be important for clinicians to assess and target weight bias internalization among individuals who are overweight and seeking treatment for BED to prevent onset or worsening symptoms of depression. Furthermore, evidence from the alternative mediation analyses suggests that such intervention among BED patients who have depressive symptoms may help prevent worsening global health functioning.
These findings have broader implications for understanding the health consequences associated with overweight and obesity. Research has consistently documented correlations between overweight and obesity and a wide array of negative health outcomes [30] , and this study suggests that self-directed weight stigma may contribute to this effect, particularly for individuals with BED. Thus, in addition to clinicians specializing in psychiatric and psychological treatment, medical professionals in primary care settings could benefit from education regarding the global health effects of weight bias internalization.
In order to develop effective strategies for reducing weight bias internalization, future research is needed to identify pathways by which individuals may internalize bias, as well as sources of bias that may contribute to self-stigmatization. For example, there is evidence that weight bias internalization mediates the relationship between experiences of weight discrimination and associated negative outcomes such as eating disturbances [16] , and media content (such as public health campaigns) frequently communicate messages of blame and shame regarding weight [31] , but direct links between sources of stigmatization and self-directed stigma have not been established. Clinically, the findings might also suggest the potential relevance of using cognitive-restructuring techniques to help individuals with BED who have high levels of internalized weight bias or depressive features challenge and modify their cognitions. Such interventions could be adapted from cognitive behavioral therapy methods that have demonstrated efficacy for the treatment of BED [32] . Our findings represent new knowledge about the potential consequences of weight bias internalization while highlighting the need for further study of this issue in order to aid efforts to reduce internalization of weight bias.
What is Known About the Subject
• Weight bias internalization is associated with specific negative mental health and physical health symptoms, including depressive symptoms, among individuals who are overweight.
• Weight bias internalization is prevalent among individuals with binge eating disorder (BED), and is associated with eating pathology and depression among these individuals.
What This Study Adds
• Weight bias internalization negatively predicts overall physical and mental health among individuals who are overweight and seeking treatment for BED.
• Depressive symptoms mediate the relationship between weight bias internalization and self-reported health.
• Weight bias internalization mediates the relationship between depression and certain health outcomes. Summary of Bootstrapping Results for Alternative Hypothesis 
